Dad Feeds 114 Cats While Kids Wear Rags

6 Children Found In Filth

Catholic Schools Push Integration

The Paper That Tells Both Sides

566 Reported Killed

REDS REPULSED ON TWO FRONTS

Hall Sheds 33 Pounds

Governor's Big Loser

Hall in March

Hall Today

Vietnam Tackled At Moscow Summit

4 Transplant Doctors Cleared In Landmark Death Definition

MOSCOW—The United States and Russia agreed Thursday to normal military relations and to the high-level, direct discussions of the superpowers with the United States and Russia. The discussions will begin in Moscow on April 1.

High American officials were reported in Moscow Thursday, but there was no immediate confirmation that any high-ranking officials were in Moscow.

Import Shop Yields Drugs

Inside News

Officer Acquitted

Judge Clarence H. Taylor dismisses the case against the defendant in the case of the death of a young woman in Oklahoma City.

Zoning Board

Calls for zoning changes in the downtown area of Oklahoma City.
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Police Expert Says Myths Perpetuated

FBI Director Drawing Fire
Couples Establish Homes Following Wedding Vows

Shopping In China
Unlike Paris, Rome

Penn Square
IS HAVING THEIR ANNUAL BAZAAR SEPT 6th & 9th.
IN ORDER TO MAKE IT EVEN MORE PROFITABLE TO YOU, WE ARE ASKING ALL ORGANIZATIONS WHO WOULD LIKE TO PARTICIPATE TO SEND YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS TO:

JACQUELINE O’NEIL
PROMOTION DIRECTOR
Bonnell & Associates
OFFICE: 72117

Zoning Delayed In Proposed Historic Area

City Scene

Spend Set To Face Securities Charge

Flash Fire Burns City Youth

CAP Begins Food Program In City

$2.5 Million Asked In Suit

Arson Horse Show Set For Fair

Fetal Accident Prompts Suit

Summer Classes

Only $2

The Oklahoma Journal’s
3rd Annual
FATHER OF THE YEAR

Children of any age are eligible to enter. Simply write us a letter telling us why your dad or grandfather is the greatest. Enter him on the Journal “Father of the Year” entry form and the first page of your original entry will have a picture of your dad and his entire family on it. Just think - your Dad or the “Father” for your Dad contest will have a chance to win a prize! The winning entry will be announced in the Journal and the winner will receive a trip for two to the “Summer Classics” in Oklahoma City. To enter, write to: Journal Office, P.O. Box 427, Oklahoma City, OK 73101.
Troopers To Hunt Drunks

Apollo Jaunt Costs $850

MEMORIAL Service

Bandits' Getaway Car Found

TELEVISION SPECIALS

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES

30,000 Expected At Church Meet

DINING OUT ON THE TOWN

Buffet At Glen's A Super Way To Spend Lunch Hour

Bandits' Getaway Car Found

for The Porkchop

MEMORIAL Week-End

Bandits' Getaway Car Found

U.S. BOAT SHOES

7.50 7.50

Bandits' Getaway Car Found

DVD-Rom \$69.95

BUFFET AT 7:30 PM

Buffet At Glen's A Super Way To Spend Lunch Hour

Bandits' Getaway Car Found
**Tax Increase Discounted**

TAX INCREASES — The city's budget, which includes a 2% property tax increase, is expected to be approved by the city council. The increase will generate an estimated $2.5 million in additional revenue for the city's general fund.

**Hall, Bartlett Trade Blasts**

Don Sexton, the city's assistant mayor, said that the trade between Hall and Bartlett was a good move for the city. "This will help us attract new businesses and create more jobs," he said. "It's a win-win situation for everyone involved." Sexton said that the trade will also benefit the city's economy, as it will generate more tax revenue.

**Sooners Got Breaks, Too, Says Chuck**

TOM WRIGHT Executive Sports Editor

The Sooners have not had an easy time this season, but they have been getting some breaks, according to head coach Chuck Fairbanks. "We've had our share of bad breaks," Fairbanks said. "But we've been able to turn them into positives." Fairbanks said that the team has been able to bounce back from losses and continue to compete for a national championship.

**Bloodied Stander Still Standing**

Frazier TKO Winner

Triplets Hand 89ers Fourth Loss In Row

NBA Slips Past ABA

Senior Title To Lawson

Top Stock Cars Due Here Tonight

New OU Aide ‘Big Trouble’ For Pruitt
Home Air-Conditioning Market Soars

Custom Designed Systems Best

Heating, Cooling Really Integrated

end of text
City Firm Makes Auto Air Conditioners

Air-Conditioning Aids Industry

In industrial plants, air conditioning brings multiple benefits to management by improving the comfort and productivity of workers, reducing job-related injuries, and improving the quality of the workplace environment.

Climate Control Future Appears To Be Unlimited

The technology of air conditioning has been a key component in the evolution of modern life, providing comfort and efficiency in a wide range of applications. As a result, the demand for air conditioning systems is expected to grow significantly in the coming years.

Tires Ease Cooling Load

Your control air-conditioning system will have a battle with the sun during the long hot months of summer. You can help reduce the load by using the tire cooler. A tire cooler is a simple, effective, and relatively inexpensive way to cool tires during hot weather.

Trees Linked To Death Increase

The benefits of air conditioning can be significant, but it is important to be aware of the potential downsides. Overuse of air conditioning can lead to health problems, including increased energy costs and environmental impact.

Tenants Choose Comfort

Air conditioning is a critical amenity in modern apartment buildings, and residents have a right to expect a comfortable living environment. However, landlords must balance the needs of tenants for comfort with the responsibilities of maintaining the building.

Heat Linked To Death Increase

Research has shown that high temperatures can have a significant impact on health, particularly among vulnerable populations such as the elderly and those with pre-existing health conditions.

New 1972 High Capacity Air Conditioner At Low 1971 Prices

FEDDERS —World's largest selling air conditioners

KEEPS THE PRICE FREEZE ON FEDDERS LIFE

New 7092 High Capacity Air Conditioner At Low 1971 Prices

$299.95 $359.95

French Market

1203 N. Main
Phone: 371-7260

FEDDERS —World's largest selling air conditioners
Cooling Background Can Aid Purchase

A little knowledge about central air conditioning can save you a lot of money. The air conditioning system is one of the most important parts of your home. It keeps your home comfortable in all kinds of weather. Here are some tips to help you make the most of your central air conditioning system.

1. What is central air conditioning? A process that cools, dehumidifies, and filters air — it removes it through an outdoor unit, circulates it through ducts, and distributes it to the rooms of a house.

2. How does central air conditioning work? It uses the climate of the whole house, using one or more pieces of equipment.

3. Why is central air conditioning important? It allows you to adjust the temperature in your home without affecting the rest of your neighborhood.

4. Does central air conditioning provide health benefits? Studies have shown that central air conditioning can reduce the risk of heat-related illnesses and deaths.

5. Why do you need central air conditioning? It can save you money on your energy bill and provide a comfortable living environment.

6. What are the benefits of central air conditioning? It is energy-efficient, reduces humidity, and improves indoor air quality.

7. How does central air conditioning work? It uses refrigeration to cool the air and circulating fans to distribute it throughout the house.

8. Is central air conditioning necessary? It depends on your lifestyle and energy consumption.

9. How much does central air conditioning cost? The cost varies depending on the size of your home and the type of equipment.

10. What are the different types of central air conditioning systems? There are many options, including ducted, ductless, and split systems.

Hurry! Only 6 More Days! Be Cool Today and Save Money on Gibson Air Conditioner Sales! Factory Authorized Sale! All Gibson units are tested in the laboratory and are built to last. The sliding front panel also allows you to replace air filters and clean the condenser coils. This provides better air flow and prevents the buildup of dust and debris. The Gibson Air Conditioner is designed to last for 10 to 15 years and will save you money on your energy bill.

Gibson Model LP1100-1KS $199.99

Gibson Model KP 7110-3S $299.99

Gibson Model G7124-3S $399.99

Get GIBSON—Be COOL! Get GIBSON—at your Gibson Dealers!

Distributed by Gas & Electrical Equipment Co. 300 N.E. 34th St. 528-3551
FEDDERS
multi-room air conditioner

"the Super Saver"

only $299.95

Model ACL20E3EX
220 Volts
20,000 btu’s

Comparative shoppers—this is the one!

FEDDERS—world’s largest selling air conditioners

SUPER SAVER

23,500 BTU AIR CONDITIONER...ONLY 359.95

PHIPPS Appliance Centers

MIDWEST CITY
7024 S. 15th St. Ph: 7-3478

NORTHWEST
2720 W. May Ave. Ph: 3-3371

HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Sat. Until 6 P.M.

NORTH CASADY SQ.
9213 N. Penn. Ph: 8-3733

GRANT SQUARE
4528 E. Penn. Ph: 1-5577